The
opportunity
of a lifetime
Graduate and undergraduate
career opportunities 2020
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Kevin Ellis
Chairman and Senior Partner, PwC UK LLP

We’re the UK’s
Graduate Employer
of Choice for
Consulting according
to The Times.

We’re the UK’s
Graduate Employer
of Choice for
Accounting according
to The Times.

We’re the UK’s
Graduate Employer
of Choice for
Actuarial according
to The Times.

We’re a top 10
Graduate Employer
for IT according to
The Times.

We’ve been named
as one of The Times
Top 50 Employers for
Women for the last
nine years.

Purpose and values are important to
us – and likely to you too. Our values
define how we do things, what we
should stand for, now and into the
future. And our purpose is why we
exist – to build trust in society and
solve important problems.

If you’re agile in your thinking,
adapt quickly to the changing world,
excited about working smarter through
technology, willing to work hard
and care about making a difference
in the work you do, we want to hear
from you.

Now is an exciting time to join us as
our business is evolving. Technology,
automation and artificial intelligence
are disrupting how we work and help
us achieve our purpose. In this rapidly
changing world, the skills that make us
uniquely human matter most: problem
solving, creativity, insight, agility,
relationships and leadership. It’s our
‘human difference’ that sets us apart.

With us, your career is just that; yours.
You choose it. You live it. You make
it happen. To get the best from it,
you need the best opportunities and
access to the best tools to support
your continuous learning. So, find
out how your drive and initiative could
open up new opportunities for you
and our clients.
Join PwC. Take the opportunity
of a lifetime.

We like to give our people lots of visibility and exposure to the best
opportunities. That’s why everyone you see in this brochure works with us.

I joined PwC as a graduate.
I know from my own experience
that by being yourself,
and bringing your passion,
commitment and flexibility
to all that you do, you’ll develop
a rewarding and fulfilling
career with us. I’m committed
to ensuring our people have
the opportunities they need
to unlock their potential, to play
to their strengths and to be
themselves, so I hope you
choose PwC to start your career.
Kevin Ellis,
Chairman and Senior Partner,
PwC UK LLP
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The
opportunities
open
to you
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Our graduate opportunities
Decide where in our business you
could make your mark.

Work experience opportunities
Get a feel for working with us before
you graduate.

Your rewards
Hard work deserves to be rewarded.
Discover what you can look forward to.

Get to know us
Learn more about us and what we do.

Your application
Find out what we’re looking for, how to
apply and which offices you could work in.
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Actuaries work with uncertainty. Join us and
you’ll help clients analyse how future events
could affect them. This could be anything
from a corporate takeover to a major natural
disaster. You might be calculating the impact
of changing demographics or legislation on
pension schemes; the effects that changes
in financial markets have on different
organisations; or how likely a business is
to be hit by an earthquake.
You’ll learn how to use complex financial and statistical
theories to weigh up the risks and estimate the odds
of what might happen. Just as important, you’ll
develop a flair for presenting your findings in simple,
easy‑to‑understand language. What’s more, early client
exposure will broaden your experience. There are two
business areas you can choose from – both among the
leading actuarial practices in the UK.

Sarah
To find out more about Sarah’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/sarah

In Actuarial Services you’ll work with clients from the
insurance industry (both life and general insurance), but
also from the banking sector (retail and investment), the
healthcare sector, the public sector, as well as corporate
clients from the non-financial services sector like energy
and utility providers. Your advice could cover solvency,
reserving, economic capital, risk management, mergers
and acquisitions, company restructuring and de-risking,

Our graduate
opportunities

Actuarial
financial modelling, underwriting, new legislation,
the viability of new products and the efficiency of claims
or reporting processes.
In People and Organisation you’ll work in either our
Pensions team or Reward and Employment team.
In Pensions, you’ll work with a variety of companies,
from large multinationals to private listed businesses.
Using our market-leading pensions analytics tool and range
of expertise, you’ll help clients develop and implement
their pension strategy or benefit schemes, consult on how
they should manage both liability and asset risks within
their pension plans, negotiate with trustees on how to
fund schemes, design plans to help employees save for
retirement and advise on potential mergers or acquisitions.
In Reward and Employment, you’ll help companies
work out how to incentivise and reward their employees.
As part of a multidisciplinary team, you’ll draw on your
problem-solving skills to advise clients in this complex and
challenging area, using financial modelling and analytical
techniques to develop and test reward structures that
support business strategy, drive appropriate behaviours,
and are considered fair to shareholders and employees alike.

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-actuarial

Audit
It’s an exciting time to join us in Audit. The passion of our
people, combined with access to the latest technology, helps
us deliver the highest quality audits and build trust in society.
We pride ourselves on our global reputation as a trusted place
to do business, whilst giving our people access to the best
opportunities and lots of variety through your home team,
internal secondments and international assignments.
By joining us you’ll work in an environment that inspires you and gives you an
active role in designing and shaping the future of Audit. We drive change through
innovation, imagination and creativity. We embrace diversity both in our people
and the work you’ll do. You’ll have an exceptional career experience working with
and learning from the best. You’ll have the opportunity to deliver the very highest
quality audits to the world’s leading companies and leverage our global network.
Our role impacts everyone’s lives and it’s work that really matters. In this
constantly evolving environment, Audit offers you a diverse career working
with a wide range of businesses and industries.

Abu
To find out more about Abu’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/abu
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You’ll be providing market leading audit services to an
unprecedented range of clients including the largest share
of FTSE 100 companies of any UK audit firm. Our clients
range from leading multinational companies to start-ups,
from family businesses and governments, to charities and
private individuals.
Audit is so much more than numbers. From assessing the
sustainability of a supply chain, to the carbon footprint of a
business, to compliance with their own internal governance
policies, we help our clients to better understand their
organisations’ culture and performance to help them to
achieve their true potential.
You’ll also study for your professional chartered accounting
qualification. You’ll have a lot of support, from your team,
career coach and buddy to help you achieve this. It’s the
variety and opportunity we offer that allows you to develop
a broad range of effective business skills and enables our
people to excel across the breadth of work Audit offers,
both on the training schemes and further on in your career.
You could find yourself involved in:
–– Audit – providing market-leading services to an unrivalled
range of clients virtually or at their offices.
–– Centre of Excellence – providing audit expertise to
clients across the UK in a range of areas from our
centralised delivery and innovation team.
–– Government and Public Sector – focusing on public
sector clients, helping to make sure they’re spending
taxpayers’ money wisely.

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-audit

Our graduate
opportunities
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Consulting
You’ll get to work closely with the best in industry, finance and
government in the UK and abroad, bringing fresh insights and
motivation to the problems they face. Our clients might want
us to help them enter new markets, address the challenges
created by organisational change, or draw up a sustainability
strategy that aligns their commercial objectives with broader
environmental and social concerns.
You can choose to start in Management Consulting, where you’ll build core
skills on a two-year market-leading programme. You’ll have the opportunity to
learn about what we do across our different consulting business areas and work
with clients to drive innovation and growth, manage costs and operate effectively.
This will help you decide where you might specialise within Consulting.
Or if you’d rather specialise straight away and have the necessary prerequisites,
you can join one of four specialist Consulting practices:
In Economics Consulting you’ll advise high-profile clients in the public and private
sectors, providing economic insights and evidence to help inform their business
decisions and shape their organisations. Our work addresses the most complex
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business and policy issues facing our clients, whether it’s
navigating competition and commercial disputes; shaping
efficient and competitive markets; providing macroeconomic
forecasts; or appraising framing and delivering big investments.
Strategy& is our Strategy Consulting practice. You’ll work
on interesting and varied assignments – from helping a
company identify attractive new markets, advising a private
equity client on game-changing investments, to supporting
industry leaders solve their toughest corporate and mergers
and acquisitions challenges.
In Sustainability and Climate Change Consulting you’ll
help clients embed sustainable thinking in their strategies
and throughout their organisations. You’ll help them deliver
real impact by making the most of the opportunities for
innovation and growth created by a world economy that’s
becoming greener. Our international development work aims
to make meaningful changes to people’s lives by designing
and implementing solutions to global issues like climate
change and poverty reduction.
In Technology Consulting you’ll help our clients to
undertake large scale, cloud enabled technology delivery,
implementation and transformation. Working on a variety
of industry sectors with client opportunities across the
UK, you’ll have the opportunity to work in Digital Strategy
and Technology Transformation, Data Analytics and Risk
Technology and Enterprise applications including Microsoft,
Oracle, Salesforce, SAP and Workday.
We also have a small number of opportunities in specialist
Consulting areas.

Devina
To find out more about Devina’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/devina

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-consulting
pwc.co.uk/careers/strategyand

Our graduate
opportunities
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Aisha
To find out more about Aisha’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/aisha

Our graduate
opportunities

Deals
Help our clients handle any financial
situation. You could work on anything from
major mergers or international takeover
bids, to economic crime investigations,
or business crises and cases of insolvency.

In Transaction Services we support private equity firms,
investment funds and corporate clients through mergers,
acquisitions and disposals. Advising throughout the
lifecycle of the deal, we work on both the buy and sell side
of the work, where our people develop specialist sector
understanding and build key skills in financial due diligence.

Learn more about our Deals practice
In Corporate Finance we offer a full range of financial
advisory services, from acquisitions and disposals
for corporate and private equity clients, to advice on
infrastructure, energy and public sector projects. We operate
across all industry sectors – clients range from corporates
and private equity houses, to major government departments
and private sector contractors and developers.

Our Valuations team are diverse and collaborative.
They work alongside clients to support them in making key
commercial and strategic valuation decisions on business
deals or restructuring, disputes, tax regulation and financial
reporting. Valuing a business involves a blend of technical
and industry knowledge, commercial and market insight and
an inquisitive mind.

Our Business Recovery Services practice is one of the UK’s
largest. Here we advise under-performing UK and European
companies on restructuring, refinancing, accelerated mergers
and acquisitions and insolvency – finding the best way
forward for the business and its stakeholders.

By joining us in Deals, you’ll be part of our innovative
international career development programme which we
call ‘Edge’. As part of Edge, you’ll receive in-depth training,
participate in international events and build your global
network. At the end of the graduate programme you’ll
become a PwC Master of Deals.

In Forensic Services we help our clients to prepare for,
respond to and emerge stronger from a wide range of
business risks and issues. These include major public
enquiries, rogue trader or bribery allegations, and
commercial and transactional disputes across all industry
sectors. We could be involved in any one, or all of these
types of engagements.

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-deals
pwc.com/edge
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Our client-facing legal practice is an exciting
place to launch your legal career. With some
3,700 legal specialists across more than
90 countries, we have one of the most
geographically extensive legal services
networks in the world. Because of the way our
business is structured, we’re able to provide our
clients with rounded solutions, incorporating
multidisciplinary advice from our wider business
areas. It’s a unique training environment.
By harnessing the collective expertise of our employees
across the wider organisation in the UK, we can give you an
unrivalled, ready-made network on your first day. You’ll feel
respected and encouraged to be the best you can be, thanks
to the quality of our legal training, plus the daily exposure to
the highest standards of work, and broad business skills.
This is a training contract like no other. You’ll train in a
stimulating, multifaceted environment and learn from
exceptional people. You’ll quickly gain practical, handson experience and lateral thinking skills working as part
of a team who generate creative ways to tackle complex
problems. We look for ambitious, motivated people with the
drive to become the leading lawyers of the future.
Our training contract is divided into four, six-month seats.
We offer the opportunity to indicate seat preferences before
each seat rotation which are accommodated as far as possible.

Our graduate
opportunities

Legal
You’ll also receive extensive training internally on
business development and networking, management and
interpersonal skills. The practice groups you could work
in include: Intellectual Property, Mergers and Acquisitions,
Banking and Finance, Commercial Litigation, Commercial
Fraud, Regulatory Disputes, Corporate Structuring,
Employment including Employment Litigation, Cyber and
Data Privacy, New Law, Pensions, including Pensions
Litigation, Private Client, Immigration, Real Estate, Financial
Services Regulation and Tax Litigation. You may also
complete a seat in Dubai or on a client secondment, as well
as our Financial Services Regulatory team or internally with
the PwC Office of General Counsel.
Our three-week paid Legal Summer Vacation Scheme is
the principal route towards securing a training contract
with us. You’ll receive a highly competitive salary, join client
meetings, conduct research and practise legal drafting while
working and training directly alongside our expert lawyers.
We also offer an Insight Day in Spring for first year Law
students and penultimate year non-Law students.
Trainees can apply for a scholarship award to help with the
costs of the Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL) and the Legal
Practice Course (LPC). If successful, you’ll receive the total
cost of the tuition and examination fees plus a significant
contribution towards living expenses.

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-legal

Peter
To find out more about Peter’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/peter
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Risk Assurance
We’re a leading provider of trust in the digital
world – in the eyes of our people, our clients
and our stakeholders. We know that today’s
business environment is different. More
complex. More connected. Companies not
only face new and unknown risks, but also
new and untapped opportunities. Our team
is at the forefront of this change, join us to
be a part of transforming how risk is perceived
and capitalised on.
While this complex environment makes it much harder
to predict where new risks will come from, we believe it
represents an opportunity for businesses to transform and
innovate, and discover hidden value. From our clients’
boardroom to their back office, we work with them to protect
and strengthen every aspect of their business; from people
to performance, systems to strategy and business plans
to business resilience. Through our invaluable insights and
independent assurance, we help our clients to discover and
unlock real value.

Rose
To find out more about Rose’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/rose

Our work continues to evolve – working with clients exposed
to heightened market and business risk while also meeting
the continued demand for more reliable data, stronger
corporate governance, accountability and transparency.
Risk Assurance includes – Data and Analytics, Cyber
Security, Technology Risk, Business Risk and Controls
and Risk Modelling Services.
We’re investing in and innovating our talent, tools and
technology to strengthen our business, stay at the cutting
edge of new techniques, and instil a sense of pride in our
people. We’re pushing the boundaries to become truly
distinctive in the market.
On our Risk Assurance programme, you’ll have the
opportunity to work with a variety of clients and industries.
You’ll be on the front line, working closely with clients to help
them reduce their exposure to risk.

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-risk-assurance

Our graduate
opportunities
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The tax landscape is constantly changing.
Your knowledge will help high-profile
organisations, entrepreneurs and family
businesses understand complex rules and
make informed decisions with significant
impacts. You’ll also help governments ensure
the efficient operation of tax systems and use
your insight to solve long-term problems.
Our expertise covers every conceivable area of taxation, with
more than 4,000 tax experts proactively engaging in the tax
policy debate and focused on leading views and new ideas.
We’re looking for people who are flexible, ready to build strong
relationships and networks, and demonstrate leadership.
In Corporate Tax you’ll help clients – from the largest
organisations to budding entrepreneurs and high‑net‑worth
individuals – manage their tax risk, understand their
obligations and comply with complex legislation. You’ll
tackle a broad range of work that includes multinational
advisory projects, mergers and acquisitions advice, tax
compliance and researching business issues that affect
clients’ tax affairs.
In People and Organisation you’ll help some of the
leading UK and international employers make the most of
their biggest asset – their people. It’s such a diverse area,
you could work on projects helping clients define their
HR strategy, through to advising clients on how to improve

Our graduate
opportunities

Tax
the effectiveness of their workforce, helping their senior
executives understand their global personal tax obligations,
or implementing cutting-edge technology in the HR space.
In Indirect Tax, a highly commercial and extremely
wide‑ranging field, you’ll be advising businesses on all areas
of indirect tax including VAT, Customs Duties, Stamp Duty
and the introduction of new taxes such as the Soft Drinks
Levy. You’ll work with clients on matters critical to their
business including interpreting developments in case law,
the implications of moving into new territories or introducing
new products. You could be involved in purely UK activities
or global projects, working on more efficient internal
processes or on a merger or acquisition.
In Tax Reporting and Strategy you’ll help businesses align
their tax strategy with their wider business strategy, help
to accelerate the impact of technology in tax, unlock data
insights and meet their domestic and global compliance and
reporting obligations.
Although you’ll initially be aligned to one part of our
Tax practice, mobility and gaining a range of experiences
is an important part of working in Tax where you’ll learn
from different clients and develop your transferable skills
by working outside your core Tax competency.

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-tax

Will
To find out more about Will’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/will

Technology
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In Forensic Technology we help our clients in times of
crisis, or to understand past challenges and proactively
prevent future ones. If you have an inquisitive mind-set and
a passion for technology, then our Forensic Data Analytics,
eDiscovery, Data Discovery and Legal Technology roles are
right for you.

We recognise that to bring value to our clients, we need to
provide the best advice around technological innovation.
With us, you’ll be at the forefront of new initiatives and explore
emerging technologies and trends to help our clients unlock
their potential, protect their businesses, provide insight and
help steer strategy.

In Technology Consulting you’ll help our clients to
undertake large scale, cloud enabled technology delivery,
implementation and transformation projects. You’ll have
the opportunity to work in Digital Strategy and Technology
Transformation, Data Analytics, Risk Technology and
Enterprise Applications including Microsoft, Oracle,
Salesforce, SAP and Workday.

In Cyber Security we deal with some of the most urgent issues facing businesses
and governments today. We help organisations from all sectors operate securely
in the digital world. Our expertise enables clients to resist, detect and respond
to cyber-attacks. You’ll either join our Core Advisory team, helping businesses
understand and reduce their cyber risks, or our Specialist Advisory team, helping
clients detect and respond to security issues.

Technology Risk focuses on how organisations manage
Technology risks and opportunities, including: IT strategy
and technology roadmap; project and transformation
delivery; IT system controls and optimisation; IT operational
effectiveness; and emerging technology opportunities.

In Data and Analytics we help our clients analyse big and complex data sets by
linking performance and decision making with data and technology. This could
mean driving new growth opportunities, operating more efficiently or identifying
and managing risks. We have opportunities to join Data and Analytics in our Risk
Assurance and Deals practice, our Deals Modelling Team, Risk Modelling Services
and Advanced Risk or Compliance Analytics.

In HR Technology, cloud technologies have evolved
to enable rapid HR transformation, which is where the
HR Technology Consulting team provide support and advice,
from strategy through to execution.
In Technology and Investments, we work with emerging
technologies to help our clients and our organisation survive
and thrive in the face of rapid technological change.

Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-in-technology
pwc.co.uk/womenintech

Siobhan
To find out more about Siobhan’s story visit:
pwc.co.uk/careers/siobhan

Our graduate
opportunities
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60%

Almost
of our
roles are outside of London

ICAEW: Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
ICAS: Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland
CAI: Chartered Accountants Ireland
GDL: Graduate Diploma in Law
LPC: Legal Practice Course

Actuarial

Audit

Consulting

Deals

Legal

Risk Assurance

Tax

Technology

Where could you work

Where could you work

Where could you work

Where could you work

Where could you work

Where could you work

Where could you work

Where could you work

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Will you gain a
professional qualification?

Where you’ll be based

Where you’ll be based

Where you’ll be based

What you’ll need

What you’ll need

–– Actuarial Services
–– People and Organisation:
›› Pensions
›› Reward and Employment

Yes. Fellow of the Institute
and Faculty of Actuaries**.

–– Audit
–– Centre of Excellence
–– Digital Audit^
–– Government and
Public Sector

Yes. Chartered Accountancy
qualification from ICAEW†,
ICAS or CAI.

–– Economics Consulting
–– Management Consulting
–– Strategy Consulting
–– Sustainability and Climate
Change Consulting
–– Technology Consulting

No, but our market-leading
programme will equip you
with the ability to advise
clients how to work smarter
and grow faster.

–– Business Recovery Services
–– Corporate Finance
–– Forensic Services
–– Transaction Services
–– Valuations

Yes. Chartered Accountancy
qualification from ICAEW†,
ICAS or CAI.

We have offices supporting our clients across the UK, with almost 60% of our career opportunities based outside of London.
Throughout your graduate programme you’ll spend time working in our UK offices or virtually, and also at client offices across the UK.

2:1 in any degree subject*. For all our graduate programmes we no longer use UCAS tariff as an assessment tool**.

^ Depending on which area of Digital Audit you join, you may or may not undertake the Chartered Accountancy qualification – refer to the job description.
* Sustainability and Climate Change requires a Sustainability-related Master’s, Economics requires an Economics-related degree subject and some areas of Technology require a
Technology-related degree subject.
** The Institute and Faculty of Actuaries requires you to have a minimum grade C in A-Level mathematics or equivalent.

–– Summer Vacation Scheme

Yes. For graduates with a nonlaw degree you’ll be sponsored
to do the GDL followed by the
LPC. For graduates with a law
degree you’ll be sponsored for
the LPC.
For Legal vacancies you’ll be
based in our London office.

–– Business Risk and Controls
–– Cyber Security
–– Data and Analytics
–– Technology Risk
–– Risk Modelling Services

~ No, but on our market
leading programme, you’ll
build your own professional
disciplines and expertise in
risk management that helps
organisations meet their goals.

–– Corporate Tax
–– Indirect Tax
–– People and Organisation
–– Tax Reporting and Strategy

Yes. Chartered Accountancy
qualification from ICAEW†,
ICAS or CAI. Starting in either
your first or second year.

–– Cyber Security
–– Data and Analytics
–– Forensic Technology
–– Technology Consulting
–– Technology Risk
–– HR Technology

You may undertake a relevant
qualification, depending on
which area of Technology
you join.

We have offices supporting our clients across the UK, with almost 60% of our career opportunities
based outside of London. Throughout your graduate programme you’ll spend time working in our
UK offices or virtually, and also at client offices across the UK.

2:1 in any degree subject*. For all our graduate programmes we no longer use UCAS tariff as an assessment tool**.

† Alongside your accountancy qualiﬁcation from the ICAEW you’ll also receive a Level 7 apprenticeship standard qualiﬁcation.
~ In our Risk Assurance technology teams, you may undertake a relevant tech qualification, depending on which team you join.

Our graduate
opportunities

At a glance

Glossary
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From your very first day on campus,
there are lots of ways you can gain
work experience with us. Each offers
the opportunity to discover what a
career with us is all about, and boost
your employability. Find out more at:
pwc.co.uk/work-experience

Key
Do well and you could also get fast-tracked to an
assessment day for the Legal Summer Vacation Scheme
in the following year.
Do well and you’ll be offered a training contract with us.
This could lead to an internship or work placement if
you’re in your first year, or second of a four year course.
Do well and you could be offered a graduate job
for the following year.

^
*
**
†

Northern Ireland only – open to first to penultimate year students.
Open to first year students only.
Penultimate year students only.
First and second year students only.

Students
of all years

First to penultimate
year students

First to penultimate
year students

Penultimate to final
year students

Sandwich or
placement students

Graduates

1 day

2 days

3–5 days | Paid

1–11 weeks | Paid

11 months | Paid

6–11 months | Paid

Office Open Events
Spend a highly interactive
day with us and learn about
the work we do. It will
help you decide which
of our Work Experience
or Graduate career
opportunities is right
for you.

Talent Academy^
During this two-day
residential experience you’ll
get to hear what it’s like to
work with us by meeting
some of our people as well
as discovering more about
the areas you could join.

Women in Business
Find out what it takes to
make it to the very top of
PwC from the perspective
of one of our female leaders.
Gain insight into what we
do day-to-day, by partnering
with an associate who’s on
our current training scheme
and experience working life
with us.

Summer Internships**
Working alongside
specialists in your chosen
business area, you’ll work
on client projects to give
you the best insight into
what we’re about. You’ll
have the opportunity to
build networks with your
colleagues and peer group.

Undergraduate Work
Placements**
Develop a broad range of
business skills, enhance
your commercial thinking
and experience our culture.
On this eleven month
work placement, you’ll
be a key member of the
team, working on real
client engagements and be
supported to reach your full
potential. In some business
areas you’ll also have the
opportunity to study towards
a professional qualification.

Graduate Work
Placements
Join one of our six
to eleven month work
placements after you
graduate where you’ll join
one of our teams and gain
valuable experience.

Legal Insight Day*
Get a true understanding of
what it’s like to be a trainee
at PwC. During this one-day
interactive placement you’ll
discover our full range of
Legal services along with
the variety of work the Legal
network covers.
Females of the Future†
Be inspired by one of our
female leaders. A day long
programme to support you
find out more about PwC
and what’s important to you
in your future career.

Women in Tech
We’re proud to have a
high number of females in
senior technology positions.
You’ll have the opportunity
to spend time with these
successful women. You’ll
also explore the variety of
opportunities available to
you and gain insight into
what it takes to make it
with us.

Legal Summer
Vacation Scheme
Our three-week scheme will
help you decide whether a
Legal career with us is right
for you. Rotate across three
different practice groups,
carry out research, draft
legal documents and attend
client meetings.

This programme is ideal
if you need to complete
a placement as part of
your degree – plus if
you’ve completed some
professional exams on
placement, you’ll qualify
faster if you re-join
as a graduate.

In Northern Ireland only,
we offer an 11 month work
placement in Information
Technology. You’ll work
alongside, and learn from,
an experienced team
working on a range of
PwC projects.

Work experience
opportunities

Boost your
employability
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Who our programmes
are aimed at
First year
students**

Second year
students

Penultimate
year students

Office Open Events
Legal Insight Day
Talent Academy

***

†

†

†

Women in Business/Tech
Females of the Future
Strategy& Females of the Future

Final year
students

Graduates

Career
changers

Graduate Business
Programme new for 2020
A unique programme
that allows you to
experience different
business areas
while training for
the Certificate in
Finance, Accounting
and Business before
deciding whether
to specialise. Then
your development
and professional
qualification can be
tailored accordingly.

Summer Internships
Legal Summer Vacation Scheme
Undergraduate Work Placements

***

Find out more about this
programme by visiting:
pwc.co.uk/grad
businessprogramme

Graduate Work Placements
Graduate Opportunities
Teach First Opportunities*

* We offer three week summer
projects (internships)
to Teach First Participants
and Ambassadors.
** Second year students
on a four‑year course.
*** For law students only.
† Northern Ireland only.

Work experience
opportunities

Find out which opportunity is right for you
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Your first five years

Life and culture
–– We look after your wellbeing in a number of ways through our ‘Be Well, Work
Well’ offering, and encouraging informal everyday flexibility is a part of this.
–– We have eleven employee networks who play a key role in supporting our
people and the work they do to help create an inclusive and diverse workplace.
–– We encourage you to build your wider social networks through local office
socials, sports or business focused groups.

Professional Skills Curriculum
The programmes offered under the Professional Skills Curriculum go beyond
technical training and help develop skills in the areas of leadership, resilience,
negotiation and communication. Access to digital upskilling programmes and
resources is available to everyone across all areas of the business, can be
accessed virtually at any time, and is aligned to our PwC Professional framework.

Internal careers service
Provides impartial, private and confidential support to help guide you through
your big career decisions. Some of the key areas of support include: personal
coaching, long-term career planning, and preparing for your promotion.

Years...

1

Associate
One

Induction event and
experimentation labs.
Skills day event to help
you reflect on your first
six months, learn about
our leadership framework
and the skills needed
to be successful in your
role as an associate
(for graduate trainees).
Business unit or
specialism rotation*.
Technical training to
help you develop the
skills you need to be
a PwC Professional
(including studying for a
professional qualification*).

2

Associate
Two

Business, technical
and skills training
including studying for a
professional qualification*.
Coaching new joiners and
being their ‘buddy’.
Long-term career planning
support through our internal
careers service.
Starting to personalise your
career path – helping you
understand how your skills
relate to other opportunities
within PwC.

3

Senior
Associate One

4

Senior
Associate Two

5

Manager

Building technical and
specialist skills, supported
by on-the-job training.

Internal, client, external
and overseas mobility
opportunities advertised.

Promotion to Manager
grade (depending on
your performance).

Completion of
professional qualification*.

Business area rotations*.

Leading and
developing teams.

Internal mobility
opportunities advertised
through our ‘Transfer
Window’ programme.
Participation in Altitude –
our award winning flagship
three-day residential
event, held overseas,
for newly promoted Senior
Associates that focuses
on leadership skills.

* Dependent on which business area you work in.

Personalised career
path according to your
career aspirations.
Further developing
your technical and
specialist skills.

Participation in our
Emerging Leaders
programme (by nomination).
Internal, external and
overseas mobility
opportunities.
Continuing to develop
technical and specialist
skills according to your
future career aspirations.

Your
rewards

When you join, we’ll expect you to take personal responsibility
for managing your career. Think of it as a deal. Your part of
the deal needs you to be flexible and work hard, often to
tight deadlines with long hours. You’ll need to be proactive
in building your networks and relationships, which is often a
route on to interesting work and projects. Our side of the deal
provides you with the tools and teams who can support and
encourage you. Here you’ll see an outline of how to progress
to Manager in five years.
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It’s all about you
Optional Choices benefits
––
––
––
––
––
––

Company car
Critical illness
Cycle to work
Dental insurance
Gadget insurance
Gym flex

––
––
––
––
––
––

Health screening
Holiday trading
Partner life assurance
Personal injury insurance
Travel insurance
Virtual GP service

Wider benefits
Your reward and Core benefits
Competitive
salary and
discretionary
annual bonus

Income
protection*

Pension
scheme

Private
medical*

Life
assurance*

Personal
accident
benefit*

––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

25 days annual leave**
Be Well, Work Well
Career breaks
Careers service
Charitable donations
Deposit free renting
Dress for your day
Enhanced parental leave
Employee Assistance
Programme helpline
Everyday flexibility
Extra day off at Christmas
Financial wellbeing
Flu vaccines
Free tastecard+

–– Funded backup care
–– Gems recognition
platform
–– Give as you earn
–– Holiday banking
–– Microsoft Office for
home use
–– Mortgage advice
–– One Firm. One Day.
volunteering
–– Professional qualifications
–– Proactive health gateway
–– Season ticket loans
–– Xexec shopping portal

For more information on reward and benefits visit:
pwc.co.uk/your-reward
* Directly provided to you at PwC.
** You can trade up your holiday to give you more days.

Your
rewards

By now you should have a good idea of the
learning environment we create for you and
the personal and professional development
you can expect. But we know that finances
are important too. Our people are important
to us and we want to reward hard work
and commitment.
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The opportunity to grow
I love the fact
that every day
is so varied.

Claire Reid
University of Strathclyde, International
Business and Modern Languages degree

Travelled to clients in Hong
Kong, South Africa, USA,
Europe and Kenya

Moved to Silicon
Valley during the
dotcom boom
on international
secondment

Joined 1998
Started working in
Risk Assurance, part
of our Assurance
practice in Glasgow

2008

Got
married
Started
a family

Promoted
to Director

2016

2005

Appointed Assurance
leader in Scotland
and relocated back
to Glasgow

Promoted to
Senior Manager

Moved from
Glasgow
to London

2001
Promoted to
Senior Associate

2003
Promoted
to Manager

Appointed Regional
Leader for Scotland
Get to
know us

See the career journey one of our Partners has taken through PwC – from joining as a graduate in
Risk Assurance in 1998, to being promoted to Partner, leading our Cyber Security team – now the
Regional Leader for Scotland, and national Technology Risk leader for Risk Assurance.

2012
Promoted to Partner
and appointed leader of
Cyber Security in UK

2019
Appointed Technology Risk
Leader for the national
business in Risk Assurance
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Intelligent Digital

Businesses that can thrive are those that think beyond just
the technology implications and consider the human factor.
How can technology enable new ways of doing things for
their people, and their customers?
At PwC we call this Intelligent Digital. Intelligent Digital is
about combining business understanding and human insight
with technology innovation to solve important problems and
plan for the future.

Business Understanding
Whether it’s our deep industry expertise or technical
knowhow, we create practical solutions for our clients
specific needs and situations.

Human Insight
We combine creativity and ingenuity with our ability to look
at things from a human perspective.

Technology Innovation
Balancing the best in technology innovation with analytics
and insight to deliver tangible results.

Learn more about Intelligent Digital and find out how you
can get involved:
pwc.co.uk/intelligentdigital

Our culture
Our purpose-led and values driven culture is critical in
creating an environment where our people can successfully
deliver our business priorities and feel empowered to be
the best they can be. Having a culture where our people
consistently demonstrate our values across the firm shapes
how we execute our strategy, adapt to change, and attract
and retain talented people.
We prioritise the needs of our clients, our people and the
communities we work with, with the vision of building a more
sustainable working world. It’s this culture that drives our
success and gives us a sustainable advantage.

Business
Understanding

Human
Insight

Technology
Innovation

Intelligent
Digital

PwC Lifestyle
Our culture places the employee experience at the centre
of everything we do; we want our people to have the choice
and flexibility to shape their career and development path,
and to work in ways that enable them to do their best.

We encourage different ways of working to make sure we’re
supporting the workforce of tomorrow, equipped to respond
to the constant change and disruption across our industry.
Everyday Flexibility
This enables us to deliver our best work whilst maintaining
a balance between our professional and personal lives.
Everyday Flexibility demonstrates our support for informal,
day-to-day flexible working. It’s the freedom to choose how,
when, and where you work, in a way that suits your day
and priorities.
Be Well, Work Well
This is our approach to helping you stay well and supporting
you when you’re unwell. We want to help you look after
yourself, both physically and mentally, and provide a range
of resources through our dedicated microsite to help you do
this. This is our way of enabling you to stay fit and healthy as
well as providing the right support when you need it.

Get to
know us

Emerging technologies and global megatrends
are colliding to disrupt both business
and society. The digital revolution has no
boundaries or borders. It’s changing behaviour
and expectations as much as the tools used to
deliver new services and experiences.
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What we look for

Our Global Values

Know what you’re signing up for

Our values define who we are, what we stand
for, and how we behave.

All routes offer you the same deal. The opportunity to grow
as an individual, to meet new people, and build lasting
relationships that will stay with you for life. In return we need
people who are resilient, willing to work hard, are quick to
learn, and who, above all, are passionate about going the
extra mile to help our clients.

Bringing out the best in you
Throughout your career, you’ll be supported by the best
in learning and development – from specialist seminars,
courses and toolkits, to informal ‘lunch and learn’ sessions
hosted by your peers. Your teammates will show you the
ropes, and a career coach will work with you to guide your
career and support you in your learning. And at every stage,
progression is based on merit.

For information on The PwC Professional go to:
pwc.co.uk/careers/pwcprofessional

Our values define the expectations we have for working with
our clients and each other. Although we come from different
backgrounds and cultures across the network, our values
are what we have in common. They capture our shared
aspirations and expectations, inform the type of work we do,
and guide us on how we behave and work with each other
and our clients.
We want all of our people to consider how to bring our
purpose to life through the work we do, from broader
client conversations and the decisions we make, through
to cultivating the best employee experience for all of our
people. Our values help us to realise our purpose of ‘building
trust in society and solving important problems’. The trust
that our clients, communities, and our people place in PwC,
and our high standards of ethical behaviour, are fundamental
to everything we do.

To build trust in society and solve important
problems, we:

Act with integrity
Care
Make a difference
Reimagine the possible

The PwC Professional
The PwC Professional is a global leadership development
framework. It gives us a single set of expectations across all
areas of our business, geographies and career paths, and
provides transparency on the skills our people need to be
successful in their careers, now and in the future.

Work together

Your
application

Starting out in your chosen career and everything that comes
with that will be exciting, stretching and challenging. But the
rewards are well worth it. If you’re ready to invest plenty of
effort, commitment, flexibility and passion, we’re ready to
give you our full support and we’ll invest in your future.

The PwC Professional focuses on five attributes: Whole
leadership, Business acumen, Technical capabilities, Global
acumen and Relationships. We use this framework to recruit,
develop and assess our people at all grades and in all
areas of our business, because all of our people need to be
authentic and inclusive leaders.
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Take the
opportunity to apply
The recruitment process may vary slightly across business areas and some roles may have
application deadlines. Everything you need to know is on our careers website.

Career Valuation

Career Unlocked

Career Conversation

Career Focus

Your offer

Visit our careers website
to find the area that’s
right for you. When
you’ve decided, do lots
of research and make use
of our Employability Hub
for guidance on our process.
It’s important you’re able
to explain why you selected
the business area and
the value it creates for
our clients. If professional
qualification study is
needed, make sure you
understand how much time
you may need to invest.
pwc.co.uk/careerdiscovery

Once you’ve applied to a
role, your first assessment
will be our online immersive
job preview assessment.
Often termed as a
Situational Judgement Test.
You’ll watch video scenarios
of what it’s like to work
with us and be prompted
to answer questions that
have been designed to
help us evaluate your
suitability to the role and
our company culture.

Next stage will be a
series of games-based
assessments that measure
your cognitive skills and
behavioural preferences.
The tests could include an
evaluation of your numerical
reasoning abilities, abstract
reasoning or your natural
behavioural preferences.
Or a combination of the
three. For instance, how you
overcome challenges, how
you work towards goals and
how you make decisions.

The penultimate stage of
our process is a video
interview. Here you’ll need
to record your response to a
range of questions and case
studies. They bring to life
the range of work we do and
what it’s like working here.
This is your opportunity to
tell us why you’re interested
in a career with us. You
can prepare in advance
by thinking about the
behaviours and skills we’re
looking for by visiting:
pwc.co.uk/careers/
pwcprofessional

The final stage of our
recruitment process is an
immersive assessment day
we call ‘Career Focus’. It
brings together everything
you’ve learnt about us so far
as an immersive ‘day in the
life’ experience. You’ll work
in groups and individually,
on a variety of case studies
that help you learn even
more about the work we do.

We’ll tell you whether we’d
like you to join us, as soon
after your Career Focus
day as possible. For some
business areas you may
also need to attend an
additional interview before
we’re able to make an offer,
but we’ll let you know if this
is needed.

Pre-employment
screening
Congratulations you’ve
accepted our offer! Part
of our onboarding process
includes checking your
grades and job history,
so please make sure
everything is correct on
your application form.
We’re known for accuracy,
so carrying out checks like
this protects our reputation.

Before you join
Our culture is all about
our people and we want
you to feel supported and
part of PwC as soon as
you say ‘yes’. Next steps
include being invited to our
onboarding website where
you’ll have lots of things
you need to do before your
first day.

Your
application

Career Discovery

Valuing Difference. Driving Inclusion.
Visit here to find out more:

pwc.co.uk/careers
PwCCareersUK
PwC UK
@pwc_uk_careers

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional
advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice.
No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained
in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, employees and agents
do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or
refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
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